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REMARKS ON SEPARATION AXIOMS 

ASHA RANI SINGAL 

New Delhi — Meerut 

We are all familiar with the separation axioms T{, i = 0? 1, ..., 5. Also, Urysohn's 
separation axiom T2^ and Tyehonoff's axiom T3^. are well known. Besides these, 
many separation axioms have been defined for various purposes from time to time. 
Since the separation axioms pervade the whole of topology, it is almost impossible 
even to make a passing reference to all the recent work on separation axioms in 
a short survey. An attempt shall however, be made to give all the basic definitions 
of the different axioms and to summarize their inter-relations. 

1. Separation Axioms Between T0 and Tx 

The first separation axiom between T0 and Tx was introduced by J. W. T. 
Youngs [92]. 

Youngs' axiom. For any two distinct points x and y, {x} n {y} is degenerate. 

Later on, several axioms between T0 and Tx were introduced by C. E. Aull 
and W. J. Thron [3]. They formulated these axioms with the help of certain basic 
axioms concerning the behaviour of the derived sets of points. For example, derived 
set of a singleton is closed or is a union of closed sets or is a union of disjoint closed 
sets etc. The main axioms considered by them are the following: 

1. TD: For every point x e X, {x}' [that is, the derived set of {x}) is a closed set. 

2. TF: Given any point x and any finite set F such that x<£F, either {x} is 
weakly separated from F or F is weakly separated from {x}. 

3. TY: For all x, y eX such that x ^ y, {x} n {y} is degenerate. 

4. TUD: For every point xeX, {x}' is a union of disjoint closed sets. 

5. TDD: TD + for all x, yeX,x ^ y, {x}' n {y}' = 0. 

6. TYs- For all x, y e X, x ^ y, {x} n {y} is either 0 or {x} or {y}. 

1. TFF: For any two disjoint, finite sets Ft and F2, either Fx is weakly separated 
from F2 or F2 is weakly separated from Ft. 
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The implications between these seven axioms are the following: 

l l — > T D D — > T D 

Џ 
Tүs 

',' V • 

Tғғ • = > T ү => т ғ 
=> T UD =*• T ) 

Aull and Thron have constructed examples to show that the reverse implications 
do not hold in general. They have obtained various characterisations of these axioms 
and have shown that all of them except TFF can be described in terms of the behaviour 
of derived sets of points. A new proof of Stone's result that every space can be made 
into a T0 space by identifying indistinguishable points (that is, points having identical 
closures) is given. The importance of the TD axiom is contained in the following 
two results which are known to be true for Tx spaces: 

1. A space is a TD space iff the derived set of each set is closed. (In fact, as pointed 
out by the authors — the TD axiom was suggested to them by a remark of C. T. Yang 
that the derived set of every point is closed iff the derived set of every set is closed). 

2. / / the spaces (X, 3T) and (F, $11) are both TD spaces, then they are homeo-
morphic iff ST is lattice-isomorphic to %. 

Another separation axiom between T0 and Tx was introduced again by C. E. Aull 
[1]. This was called TUB (or J0). 

TUB ( = J0): For each xeX and M a X, M compact such that x $ M, either {x} 

is weakly separated from M or M is weakly separated from {x}. 

TUB => TF and if the space is compact, then TUB => TD. 

Aull and Thron [3], posed the following problem: 

Does there exist a separation axiom Ta weaker than Tx such that a normal, 
Ta space is T4? 

They remarked that none of the axioms introduced by them could serve the 
purpose. This problem has since been solved affirmatively in two papers. 

S. M. Kim [35] has given four axioms weaker than T l 5 each of which together 
with normality implies T4. The axioms named as Ta, Tp, Ta, Tb by Kim are the fol
lowing: 

1. Ta: (i) Let x eX, if {x} ^ X then there exists at least one point p such that 

peX ~ {x} and{p} = {p}. 

(ii) X contains at least one point x such that {x} = {x}. 

(iii) If C and D are two disjoint closed subsets of X and have disjoint neigh

bourhoods, then {x} = x for each x e C u D. 
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2. Tp: (i) Let C be a closed subset of X. If C # X, then there exists a non-empty 
dosed set D such that C n D = 0. 

(ii) X contains at least one element x such that {x} ^ X. 

(iii) If C and D are two disjoint closed subsets of X and have disjoint neigh

bourhoods, then {x} = {x} for each xe C u D. 

3. Ta: (i) {x} = {x} or {x} contains at least three elements for each x e X. 

(ii) X contains at most one element x such that {x} =£ {x}. 

4. Tb: (i) If x e X and {x} ^ X, then there exists at least one point p such that 

peX ~ {x}, and {p} = {p}. 

(ii) If C, D are two disjoint closed subsets of X and have disjoint neighbour

hoods, then {x} = {x} for each x e C u D. 

(iii) X contains at most one element x such that {x} ^ {x}. 

All the above four axioms are based on the observation that in a T t space 

{x} = {x} for all x e X. 

Kim proved that a normal space which is either Ta or Tp or Ta or Tb is a T4 

space. None of these axioms is preserved under a strengthening of the topology. 
In fact, Kim proved that there exists no separation axiom which is preserved under 
a strengthening of the topology and is weaker than Tx such that together with norm
ality it could imply T4. 

Y. C. Wu and S. M. Robinson [90] introduced two new separation axioms, 
namely, strong T0 and strong TD. 

Strong T0: For each xeX, {x\ is a union of a family of closed sets such that 
the intersection of non-empty members of the family is empty and at least one of the 
non-empty members is compact. 

Strong TD: For each xeX, {x}' is a finite union of closed sets, the intersection 
of the non-empty members of which is empty. 

Wu and Robinson proved that a normal space which is either strong T0 or 
strong TD is T4. 

W. J. Thron [80] asked whether the product of TD spaces is again a TD space. 
Wu and Robinson proved that this is never true in the infinite case. They proved 
the following result: 

If {Xa: ae A} is an infinite family of TD spaces which are not T l9 then 
Il{Xa: ae A} is not a TD space. 

It follows that there is no possibility of introducing a separation axiom between 
TD and Tt that is inherited by arbitrary products. 

There is another separation axiom — the R0 axiom weaker than Tx but inde
pendent of T0. This was first defined by N. A. Shanin [60] and was rediscovered by 
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A. S. Davis [16] who gave several interesting characterisations of it and proved 
that Tx = R0 + T0. 

R0: For any closed set F and a point x $ F,F can be weakly separated from {x}. 

A space is R0 iff for each open set G, and each x e G, {x} is contained in G. 

Also, a space is R0 iff for any two points x and y with x ^ y, either {x} = {y} or 

{x} n {y} = 0. This axiom has a certain symmetry in the sense that in such a space 

xejy} iff ye {x}. 

S. A- Naimpally [47] has proved the following: 

A space (X, ST) is R0 iff there exists a compatible quasi-uniformity °U on X 
such that for each xeX and Ue°U, there exists a symmetric Vetfl such that 
V[x] c U[x]; that is, the family {V[x]}, as V runs through symmetric members 
of CU, forms a local basis at x for each xeX. 

M. G. Murdeshwar and S. A. Naimpally [45] have proved the following results: 

1. A quasi-uniform space (X, %) is R0 iff for each xeX, {x} = () U[x]. 
Ue<% 

2. A quasi-uniform space (X, °U) is R0 iff f) U is symmetric. 
UeW 

3. X is R0 iff there exists a compatible quasi-uniformity °U such that for each 
xeX, UeW there is Ve °U such that V"x[x] c U[x]. 

4. X is R0 iff there exists a compatible quasi-uniformity such that 

«r = &-(<&) = sr(m~x). 

2. Separation Axioms Between Tt and T2 

During the last few years properties between Tx and T2 have been discussed 
by many authors. The following two may be mentioned in particular. 

(1) Compact sets are closed. 

(2) Convergent sequences have unique limits. 

Spaces satisfying (l) have been studied by E. Halfar [24], A. J. Insell [32], 
N. Levine [41], C. E. Aull [4] and the spaces satisfying (2) were studied by H. F. 
Cullen [13]5 M. G. Murdeshwar and S. A. Naimpally [46] and P. Slepian [69]. 
Most of the results of these papers were overlapping and a systematic treatment 
was given by A. Wilansky [88]. 

A. Wilansky called the spaces satisfying (l) kc and those satisfying (2) us. 
Halfar showed first of all that in a first axiom space, kc <=> T2. Cullen proved that 
kc => us and that in a first axiom space us o T2. Thus we have 

T2 => kc => us => Tv Also, in a first axiom space, T2 <=> kc o us. 
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Wilansky proved that in a non first axiom space the reverse implications 
do not hold even if the space be compact. It can be proved that in a sequential space 
kc o us. Aull called kc spaces J[. He proved that J t = Jx = JJ t where Ji and JJ t 

are as below: 

J t: If M cz X is compact, x £ M, then {x} is weakly separated from M and M 
is weakly separated from {x}. 

JJii If M and N are compact sets such that M n N = 0, then M is weakly-
separated from N and N is weakly-separated from M. 

Wilansky proved that for locally-compact spaces (that is, every neighbourhood 
of a point contains a compact neighbourhood of that point), T2 o kc. 

As a matter of fact, kc spaces were also considered long back by E. Hewitt [29] 
and R. Vaidyanathaswami [83]. It was proved by A. Ramanathan [53] that a kc 
compact space is maximal compact and minimal kc and that every maximal compact 
space is kc. Thus a compact space is maximal compact iff it is kc. Since a compact 
T2 space is maximal compact but not conversely, it follows (as pointed out by Wi
lansky) that kc spaces have this advantage over T2, that the converse also holds if T2 

be replaced by kc. It was proved by Wilansky that the one point compactification X* 
of a kc space is us. He also proved that if X be a kc space than X is kc iff X* is a k-space 
(that, is a subset A such that A n K is closed for all closed and compact K is itself 
closed). Concerning us spaces he proved that if X is us then X* is us iff every con
vergent sequence has a relatively-compact subsequence. 

us spaces were studied by M. G. Murdeshwar and S. A. Naimpally under the 
name Semi-Hausdorff spaces. They obtained many basic properties of these spaces. 
S. P. Franklin [22] gives an example of a Frechet, us, non T2 space. An example 
can be given of a Frechet, kc, non T2 space. 

Some more axioms between Tx and T2 namely, St and S2, have been introduced 
by Aull [2]. 

Sx: us + every convergent sequence has a subsequence without side points 
(A point y is a side point of a sequence {xn} if y is an accumulation point of the 
set of values {xn} but no subsequence of {xn} converges to y). 

S2: us + no convergent sequence has a side point. 

We have, 

T2 => kc => S2 => S t => S0 ( = us) => Tt . 

Another axiom between Tt and T2 has been discussed by T. Soundararajan 
under the name weakly-Hausdorff spaces. 

Weakly-Hausdorff. Every point is the intersection of regularly closed sets. 

Aull [4] introduced another axiom, namely the TAB axiom, between Tt and T2. 
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TAB : TJL + for any two disjoint compact sets M and N, either M is weakly-
separated from N or N is weakly-separated from M. 

We have, T2 => kc => TAB => us => Tx. 

Consider the following axiom: 

Every two points with disjoint closures can be strongly separated. 

The above axiom was first mentioned by C. T. Yang [91]. Yang named this 
axiom T2. He encountered it in connection with the study of paracompact spaces. 
Later on, A. S. Davis named this axiom Rt and proved that Rt + Tt = T2. Murdesh-
war and Naimpally studied it in more detail and pointed out that Rx was independent 
of both T0 and Tt. It can also be shown that Rx is independent of kc. However, 
it was proved by Murdeshwar and Naimpally that in an Rt space, T2 o kc o us. 
They obtained several other properties of R t spaces. 

L. C. Robertson and S. P. Franklin [55] characterized the spaces in which 
0-sequences are eventually constant and remarked that such spaces occupy a position 
between T0 and T2 in general, and for R0 or homogeneous spaces, between T± and T2. 
A. Wilansky points out, however, that such spaces are strictly between Tx and us. 

There may be several other conditions between Tt and T2. We have recently 
started a study of some of these. These are the following: 

(i) ckc — countable, compact sets closed. 

(ii) akc — almost compact sets closed. 
(A space is said to be almost compact if every open cover has a finite 

subfamily whose closures cover the space.) 

(iii) cake — countable, almost compact sets closed. 

(iv) nkc — nearly compact sets closed. 
[A space is said to be nearly compact if every regular open cover has 

a finite subcover.) 

(v) enke — countable, nearly compact sets closed. 

It follows that all the conditions (i) —(v) above are between Tx and T2 in view 
of the following: 

(i) Every compact space is almost compact. 

(ii) Every nearly compact space is almost compact. 

(iii) Every almost compact subset of a Hausdorjf space is closed. 

(iv) If all countable, compact sets are closed then sequential limits are unique. 

The following implications are obvious: 

us => T^ 

akc => nkc => kc 
V * V 

cakc => cnkc => ckc 
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As we have already said above, the work on these axioms has just been started 
and is in a very preliminary stage. Examples are still to be constructed to show that 
all these axioms are distinct. However, akc can be shown to be strictly between T 2 

and kc. We do hope that a detailed study of these axioms will prove useful and will 
yield some beautiful and fruitful results. 

3. Separation Axioms Between T 2 and T 5 

A new separation axiom between T 2 and T 5 was introduced by C. E. Aull [ l ] , 
namely, the T B B axiom. 

T B B : Any two sets M and N which are separated by compact sets, (that is, 
there exist compact sets M*, IV*, such that M cz M*, IV cz IV*, M* n IV = 0, 
M n IV* = 0) can be strongly separated. 

Aull proved that in general, T 5 => T B B => T 2 , for compact spaces T B B <-> T 5 

and for spaces satisfying the second axiom of countability, T 2 o TB B . As a conse
quence of these two results, it follows that there exist T 2 , T 3 and T 4 spaces which 
are not T B B and there exist T B B spaces which are not T 3 , T 4 or T 5 . He also proved 
that a T 2 space with a a-locally finite base is T B B . 

J. P. Thomas [79] defines a new separation axiom, namely T 2 b and shows that 
it is between T 2 ^ and T 3 . 

T 2 b : A space (X, 3~) is said to be a T 2 b space if (X, 3~*) is T1 where 2T% is the 
least upper bound of all regular topologies on X coarser than 3~. 

Thomas remarks that he knows of no characterisation of T 2 b spaces orther 
than the defining one. 

Apart from the T 2 ( = Rx) axiom already mentioned, C. T. Yang introduced 
two more axioms namely LT 4 and T 3 . 

T 3 : For each point x and each neighbourhood U of {x}, there is a neighbourhood 

V of x such that V cz U. 

LT 4 : Every point has a neighbourhood whose closure is normal. 

The following implications are obvious: 

т 4 
=>T3 =>т2 4 џ 

LT4 =>т3 =>т2 

Yang proved that in a paracompact space, T 2 , T 3 , LT 4 and T 4 are all equivalent. 

Recently, J. Mack [43] has introduced the concept of m-normality. This is 
defined as follows: 
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m-normaL For an infinite cardinal m, a space is said to be m-normal if each 
pair of disjoint closed sets, one of which is a regular Gm-set {that is, the intersection 
of atmost m closed sets whose interiors contain A), can be strongly separated. 

Following are some of the results proved by J. Mack concerning m-normal 
spaces: 

1. Every m-paracompact space is m-normal. 

2. A Hausdorjf, m-normal space, every point of which has a neighbourhood 
basis of cardinality ^ m , is regular. 

3. A Hausdorjf, m-normal space having cardinality ^ m , is regular. 

4. If an H0-normal space is either countable or satisfied the first axiom of 
countability, then it is regular. 

5. Every closed, continuous image of an m-normal space is m-normal. 

M. H. Stone [74] discussed semi-regular spaces and showed that even a Haus-
dorff semi-regular space may fail to be regular. This poses the problem of discovering, 
what restrictions upon semi-regular spaces imply regularity. M. K. Singal and 
S. P. Arya [65] have introduced a separation axiom, namely almost-regularity 
which together with semi-regularity implies regularity. 

Almost-regularity. For each regularly closed set A and a point x $ A, there 
exist disjoint open sets U and V such that A c U, x e V. 

Examples have been constructed to show that almost-regularity is independent 
of semi-regularity. Also, it has been shown that for Hausdorff spaces this axiom 
occupies a position between Urysohn and T3 spaces. An example is given of an 
almost-regular, Tx space which is not Urysohn. It is known that every regular, 
T0 space is Tx. However, it has been shown that an almost-regular T0 space may 
not be Tt. Several characterisations of almost-regular spaces have been obtained. 
Many other properties concerning subsets, product etc. of almost-regular spaces 
have been obtained. 

M. K. Singal and S. P. Arya [65] introduce another separation axiom, namely 
weak-regularity which is weaker than almost-regularity even, but becomes equivalent 
to it for T± spaces. This is defined as below: 

Weak-regularity. Every weakly-separated pair consisting of a regularly-
closed set and a singleton can be strongly separated. 

This is equivalent to the condition: For every point x and every regularly-open 

set U containing [x], there is an open set V such that x e F c F c U. 

While every weakly-regular, Tx space is almost-regular, example is given of 
a non-Tl5 weakly regular space which is not almost-regular. 
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Almost-regular spaces have also been studied in [67], We list below some of the 
results obtained in this paper: 

L An almost-regular space is AR-closed (that is, closed in every almost-
regular space in which it can be embedded) iff it is subcompact (that is, every open 
cover <3 such that for each G e c8, there exists H ecS\ G a H, has a finite subcover). 

2. An almost-regular space is minimal almost-regular if and only if every 
regular filter base with a unique adherent point is convergent. 

3. An almost-regular space is minimal almost-regular if and only if it is 
minimal regular. 

4. Every minimal almost-regular space is pseudo-compact (or AR-closed). 

Again, M. K. Singal and S. P. Arya [66] introduce more separation axioms 
which are related to normality and complete-regularity in the same way as almost-
regularity is related to regularity. These axioms are named as, almost-normality 
and almost-complete regularity defined as follows: 

Almost-normality. For every pair of disjoint sets A and B one of which is closed 
and the other is regularly-closed, there exist open sets U and Vsuch that U n V = 0, 
A c U, B cz V 

Almost-complete-regularity. For every regularly-closed set A and a point 
x 4 A, there is a continuous function f on X into the closed interval [0, 1] such that 
f(x) = {l},f(A) = {0}. 

An example has been given to show that, not every almost-normal space is 
normal. Every almost-normal, T± space is almost-regular. But in general, almost-
normality does not necessarily imply almost-regularity. The concept of semi-normality 
is also introduced in the same paper as follows: 

Semi-normality. Every closed set has a base consisting of regularly open sets 
for the open sets containing it. 

Examples have been constructed to show that semi-normality is independent 
of almost-normality. However it has been shown that almost normal + semi-
normal o normal. Also, examples are being constructed to show that semi-normality 
is independent of semi-regularity. But every semi-normal, Tx space is semi-regular. 

In the above paper, several characterizations of almost-normality have been 
obtained. It has been proved that every weakly-regular, paracompact space is almost-
normal. The following result for almost-normal spaces, analogous to the well known 
Urysohn's Lemma for normal spaces has been obtained. A space is almost-normal 
if and only if for every pair of disjoint sets A and B, one of which is closed and the 
other is regularly closed, there exists a continuous function / on X into [0, 1] such 
tha t / (^ ) = {0} and/ (£) = {!}. 
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Every almost-completely-regular space is almost-regular. Also, every almost-
normal, TA space is almost-completely-regular. But as already mentioned an almost-
normal space is not necessarily almost-regular and hence not almost-completely-
regular. Several properties of almost-completely-regular spaces have been obtained. 
It has been shown that every almost-regular, almost-normal space is almost-com
pletely-regular. It is well known that every regular, normal space is completely regular. 
This result is sharpened as follows: 

Every regular, almost-normal space is completely-regular. 

4. Separation Axioms in Ordered Spaces 

A topological ordered space (X, ZT, = ) is a set X endowed with both a topology 
ZT and an order relation ^ . The study of order relations in topological spaces was 
initiated by L. Nachbin. Most of his results can be found in his monograph "Topo
logy and Order" which is an English translation of his Portuguese monograph 
published in 1950. As regards separation axioms in topological ordered spaces, 
Nachbin's main interest was in generalizing the basic facts of the theory of normal 
spaces. Nachbin's results were extended and generalized by L. E. Ward [86] who 
defined several types of order normality and regularity for spaces more general than 
those of Nachbin and improved several of his results. A systematic study of separation 
axioms for topological ordered spaces has also been done recently by S. D. McCartan 
[44]. He has studied Tj axioms (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in topological ordered spaces 
and has called them T{ order axioms (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). He has shown that each 
Tj order axiom is successively stronger than the Ti^1 order axiom and is also 
stronger than the Tt axiom (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) for general topological spaces and has 
constructed several examples to show that the converse statement is not necessarily 
true. 

Let (X, 3T) be a space and let " = " be a binary relation in X. " :=" is called 
a pre-order if it is reflexive and transitive. An order (or a partial order) is a pre-order 
which is also antisymmetric. Throughout the sequel, it will be assumed that (X, ST, ^ ) 
(Usually denoted as X only) is a topological ordered space where "< ;" is any binary 
relation in X. For any x, y e X, x\\y means that x % y and y = x, [x, -»] (resp. 
[<-, x\) denotes the set of elements y e X such that x :g y (resp. y ^ x), i(A) denotes 
the set {[a, ->]: a e A} and d(A) is the set {[<-, a\: a e A}. A is said to be in
creasing if A =3 i(A) and decreasing if A -=> d(A). 

We first list a number of separation axioms introduced by Ward. Some of these 
reduce to those introduced by Nachbin if the order considered is a pre-order. 

MR (Monotone regularity). For each xeX ~ F, where F is closed and 
increasing (decreasing), there are disjoint open sets U and V such that U is decre
asing (increasing), V is increasing (decreasing) and xeU, F a V. 
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MR'. Whenever x, F are as above, there exists a continuous function f on X 
into [0, 1] such thatf(x) = 0 (f(x) = l) andf(F) = {1} (f(F) = {0}). 

SR (Strong regularity). Whenever F is a closed set, xeX ~ F such that 
d(x) n F = 0, i(x) n F = 0, there are disjoint open sets U and V such that U 
is decreasing (increasing), V is increasing (decreasing) and x e U, F c V. 

SR'. Whenever x and F are as above, there is a continuous function f on X 
into [0, 1] such that f(x) = 0 (f(x) = 1) and f(F) = {1} (f(F) = {0}). 

OCR (Order complete regularity). Whenever F is a closed set and xeX ~ 
~ F, there are continuous functions f and g on X into [0, 1] such that f(x) = 1, 
g(x) = 0 and for teF, either f(t) = 0 or g(t) = 1. 

MN (Monotone normality). Whenever F0 and Ft are disjoint closed sets 
such that F0 is decreasing, Ft is increasing, there are disjoint open sets U0 and Ux 

such that F0 cz U0, Ft cz Ut and U0 is decreasing and Ux is increasing. 

MN'. Whenever F0, Fx are as above, there is a continuous function f on X 
into [0, 1] such thatf(F0) = {0} ,/^) = {l}. 

SN (Strong normality). Whenever F0 and Fx are disjoint closed sets such 
that F0 is decreasing (or F± is increasing) there are disjoint open sets U0 and U± 

such that F0 cz U0, Fx cz Ux and U0 is decreasing, Ut is increasing. 

SN'. Whenever F0, Fx are as above, there is a continuous function f on X 
into [0, 1] such thatf(F0) = { 0 } , ^ ) = {1}. 

Relationships between various axioms are as follows: 

SN' => SN SR' => SR 
Ф V V * 

MN' => MN MR' => MR 

Also, when the order relation is transitive and semi-continuous (" ^ " is lower (upper) 
semi-continuous, if [<-, x] ([x, ->]) is a closed set for each xeX and "<£" is semi-
continuous if it is both upper and lower semi-continuous), then, 

SN => SR , MN => MR , 

SN' => SR', MN' => MR' . 

If " ^ " is the trivial relation (x ^ y iff x = y) then all four types of normality 
are equivalent to normality in general topological spaces. Similarly MR and SR 
reduce to regularity and MR', SR' and OCR reduce to complete regularity. It is 
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shown that Urysohn's lemma holds for monotone and strong normality, so that 
MN o MN\ SN o SN\ Ward proved by examples that these are the only equiv
alences even when the order relation is continuous (the graph of the order is a closed 
subset of X x K). 

The following diagramme indicates various relationships more clearly. 

OCR 
SN' <=* SN <•+ SR' —> 

<-+ SR 

II U U 1+ 
MN' .£± MN <+ MR' <-+ MR 

Next we state the analogues of Urysohn's Lemma, which for monotone normality 
was obtained by Nachbin in the case when "_^" is a preorder and by Ward in the 
case when " = " is any binary relation. 

Urysohn's Lemma. A space X is monotone normal (strongly normal) iff for 
any two disjoint closed subsets F0 and Ft of X where F0 is decreasing and (or) Fx 

is increasing, there exists onX into [0, 1] a continuous function f such that f(F0) = 
= {O},f(F1) = {l},f(x)^/(>0'fx^.v. 

Tietze's Extension Theorem. Let X be monotone normal and F be a closed 
subset of X. Let f be a bounded continuous real valued function on F: f(x) ^ f(y) 
when x S y- Let A(z) = {x e F: f(x) = z) and B(z) = {xe F:f(x) = z] where z 
is any real number. Then the function f can be extended to X in such a way that 
it becomes a continuous, bounded real-valued function such that f(x) ^ f(y) for 
x^y if and only if z < z' => D(A(z)) n l(B(z)) = 0 where D(A(z)) (l(B(z))) is the 
smallest closed decreasing (increasing) subset containing A(z) (B(z)). 

Recently, the following generalization of the Urysohn's lemma mentioned 
above has been obtained by Y. F. Lin [42]. 

Let X be a space equipped with a continuous relation " _ " such that X is 
strongly normal, F is an increasing (decreasing) closed subset ofX, and {Ua: a e A} 
a locally finite family of increasing (decreasing) open sets in X such that \j{Ua: a e 
G A) z> F; then there exists a family {fa: a e A} of continuous functions on X into 
[0, 1] such that: 

(i) Ifx^ythen £ f i x ) ^ Y,L(>>). 
aeA aeA 

00 Ef«W = 1 ( £f«(*) = 0) for all x e F. 
aeA aeA 

(iii) For each cce A, fa(x) = 0 (fa(
x) = i) for all xeX — Ua. 

Next, we summarize the separation axioms introduced by McCartan. Throughout 
in the following, the binary relation considered is an order relation. 
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Ti-ordered. A topological ordered space X is said to be upper (lower) T r 

ordered if for each pair of elements a, b such that a % b in X, there exists a de
creasing (increasing) neighbourhood W of b(a) such that a $W (b $ W). X is said 
to be T\-ordered if it is both lower and upper Trordered. 

The concept of T rorder coincides with the concepts of semi-continuous partial 
order and semi-closed partial order of Ward and Nachbin respectively in view of the 
following result of McCartan: 

For a topological ordered space X, the following are equivalent: 

(i) X is lower (upper) T^ordered. 

(ii) For each pair a % b in X there exists an open set U containing a(b) such 
that x % b (a % x) for all x eU. 

(iii) For each x e l , [<-, x] ([x, ->]) is closed. 

(iv) When the net {xa: aeA} converges to a and xa ^ b (h ^ xa) for each 
a e /I, then a ^ b (b ^ a). 

T2-ordered. A topological ordered space X is said to be T2-ordered (or Haus-
dorff-ordered or H-ordered) if for each pair of elements a, b in X\ a % b, there 
exist disjoint neighbourhoods [7, V of a, b respectively such that U is increasing, 
V is decreasing. 

It should be noted that the concept of T2-order coincides with the concepts 
of continuous partial order and closed partial order of Ward and Nachbin respectively. 

McCartan has proved the following result: 

For a topological ordered space X, the following are equivalent: 

(a) X is T2-ordered. 

(b) For each pair of elements a, b in X: a ^ b, there exist open sets U and V 
containing a and b respectively such that x eU, y e V together imply x ^ y. 

(c) The graph of the order of X is a closed subset of the product space X x X. 

(d) If nets {xa: a e / l } and {ya: ae A} in X where xa ^ ya for each ae A, 

converge to a, b respectively, then a ^ b. 

T3-ordered. A topological ordered space is called T3-ordered if it is Tx-ordered 
and monotone regular (named as regularly ordered by McCartan) in the sense 
of Ward. 

McCartan proves the following result regarding regularly ordered spaces: 

For a topological ordered space X, the following are equivalent: 

(a) X is regularly ordered. 
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(b) For each x e X and each increasing (decreasing) open neighbourhood U 
of x, there exists an increasing (decreasing) neighbourhood Vof x such that V a U. 

(c) If, when a net {xa:aeA} is residually contained in each increasing 
(decreasing) neighbourhood of an element a and a net {ya: aeyl} is residually 
contained in each decreasing (increasing) neighbourhood of closed decreasing 
(increasing) set F, xa <; ya for each a e / i , then ae F. 

T4-ordered. A topological ordered space X is said to be T^-ordered if it is 
Tx-ordered and monotone normal (named as normally ordered by McCartan) 
in the sense of Ward. 

The results proved by McCartan regarding normally ordered spaces is as below: 

In a topological space X the following are equivalent: 

(a) X is normally ordered. 

(b) For each increasing (decreasing) closed set F and each increasing (decreas
ing) open set U containing F, there exists an increasing (decreasing) neighbourhood 
V of F such that V ^U. 

(c) If, when a net {xa: aeyl} is residually contained in each increasing neigh
bourhood of an increasing closed set Ft and a net (ya: ae A} is residually contained 
in each decreasing neighbourhood of a closed, decreasing set F2, where either 
Fx n F2 = 0 or Fx = F2, xa <j yafor each ae A, then Ft = F2. 

McCartan remarks that further order separation axioms, known as the strong 
T{ order separation axioms may be obtained by replacing the word neighbourhood 
by open neighbourhood in the definitions of Ti order separation axioms (i = 1, 2, 
3, 4) described above. Obviously, if X is strongly T rordered then X is T rordered 
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 

S. P. Franklin and R. H. Sorgenfrey [23] consider a relation T £ X x Y 
for any two spaces X and Y. The relation T is said to be from X to Y if the domain 
of Tis X. Twill be called upper semi-continuous if for each point x of the domain 
of T and for each neighbourhood V of T(x), there exists a neighbourhood U of x 
such that T(U) <= V. T will be called closed if it is a closed subset of X x Y T will 
be said to be image closed if each T(x) is closed. Let T' be the relation defined by 
Tf(x) = T(x) and let Tbe the closure of Tin X x Y. The authors also introduce the 
notion of net space which is defined as below: 

Let A be a directed set and let p$A. Define a topology for X = A u {p} 
by letting each point of A be isolated and taking as a base at p all sets of the form 
S u {p} where S is a final segment in A. When equipped with this topology, X will 
be called a net space of A. Each net space has at most one accumulation point. 

With these definitions, the following characterizations of regularity and nor
mality are obtained: 
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1. If a space Y is regular, then for each net space X and every upper semi-
continuous, image closed relation Ton X into Y, T is closed. 

2. A space Yis normal iff for each net space X and each upper semicontinuous 
relation Ton X into Y, T' and Tare upper semi-continuous. 

5. Separation Axioms in Bitopological Spaces 

The study of bitopological spaces was initiated by J. C. Kelly [34]. He was moti
vated by the following: 

A function d: X x X -* R is called a quasi-pseudo-metric (q-p-metric) on X if, 

(i) d(x,y) = 0, 

(ii) d(x, x) -= 0, 

(iii) d(x, z) = d(x, y) + d(y, z). 

With every q-p-metric d on X, there is associated another q-p-metric d* on X 
defined by d*(x, y) = d(y, x). The open d-spheres and d*-spheres will form bases 
for topologies ^ and ST* on X respectively. Now, if one studies X with two topologies 
«5T and 3r*, some of the symmetry of the classical metric situation is regained and 
one can obtain systematic generalizations of standard results such as Urysohn's 
Lemma, Urysohn's metrization theorem, Tietze's extension theorem and the Baire 
category theorem etc. This led to the consideration of any set X equipped with any 
two topological structures ff ± and ZT2 which was called a bitopological space. 
After the publication of Kelly's paper, many authors have shown interest in the study 
of such spaces, for example, E. P. Lane, W. J. Pervin, P. Fletcher, Y. W. Kim, 
C. W. Patty, H. B. Hoyle III, M. G. Murdeshwar, S. A. Naimpally etc. We shall 
be concerned here with the work done on separation axioms in bitopological spaces. 

A separation axiom T in a bitopological space is generally denoted by p-T 
(pairwise-T). Pairwise regular, pairwise normal and pairwise Hausdorff spaces are 
defined by J. C. Kelly as follows: 

p-regular. For each xeX and each 3Tx-open (3T2-open) set U such that x eU, 
there exists a ST\-open (3~\-open) set V: x e V s= ^2(^i) ~ c l (v) - u-

p-normal. For every pair of disjoint sets A and B such that A is 9~\-closed, 
B is £T2-closed, there exist disjoint sets U and Vsuch that U is ST2-open, Vis 3"\-open 
and A^U, B s V 

p-Hausdorff. For every pair of distinct points x and y, there exist disjoint 
sets U and Vsuch that xeU, y eV,U is 2T\-open, Vis 2T2-open. 
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The concept of p-regularity and p-Hausdorff may be compared with those 
of "coupling" and "consistency" of two topologies introduced by J. D. Weston [87]. 
These are defined as follows: 

ST x is said to be coupled to ST2 if S^l-~c\ G c ST2 — cl G for all subsets G ofX. 

It can be shown that STX is coupled to ST2 iff for each point x, the ^ -c losure 
of any ^-neighbourhood of x is a ^-neighbourhood of x. It is obvious that ST x 

is coupled to ST2 if ST\ ~2 ST2. Moreover, if STx is coupled to ST 2, then it is coupled 
to any topology which is smaller than ST2. 

Consistency of ST\ and ST2 is defined just as the pairwise Hausdorffness defined 
above. 

It should be noted that regularity with respect to some other topology is not 
the same as the property of being coupled to that topology, although the definitions 
seem to be very much similar. If STx is regular with respect to ST2 and ST2 is coupled 
to ST x, then ST x c gr2. Thus if STX and ST2 are p-regular and coupled to each other, 
then STx = ST2 and the resulting single topology is regular. 

When ST\ is coupled to ST2 then consistency implies that STx is a Hausdorff 
topology; the reverse implication is obtained if ST x cz y1% When (X, STU ST2) 
is p-Hausdorff, then ST\ and ST2 are T t topologies. 

It was proved by Weston that if STt and ST2 are consistent, that is, if (X, STU ST2) 
is p-Hausdorff, then every ^ -compac t set is <^Vclosed and every /^-compact 
set is ^ -c losed . 

We now state some basic generalizations obtained by Kelly. The analogue 
of Urysohn's Lemma can be stated as follows: 

(X, Sr
1, $~2) is p-normal iff for every pair of disjoint sets Fx and F2 such 

that Fx is ST\-closed, F2 is <T2-closed, there exists a function g on X into [0, 1] 
such that, g(Fx) = {l}, g(F2) — {0}, g is ST\-upper-semi-continuous (ST^-u.s.c.) and 
ST2-lower semi-continuous (/^Vl.s.c.). 

Kelly proved that every p-regular space satisfying the second axiom of count-
ability is p-normal. 

The generalization of Urysohn's metrization theorem is obtained as below: 

Let (X, ST l9 ST2) be p-regular satisfying the second axiom of countability. 
Then X is quasi-pseudo-metrizable. If in addition, X is p-Hausdorff, it is quasi-
metrizable. 

Kelly proved also the following generalization of Tietze's extension theorem: 

If (X, STl9 ST2) be p-normal and A be a subset of X which is both ^~t- and 
ST2-closed and if f be a real-valued function defined on A which is ,5Vu.s.c. 
and ^Vl.s.c., then there exists an extension g off to the whole space such that f 
is ^Vu.s.e. and ST2-\.%.z. 
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E. P. Lane [38], however gave an example to show that the above result obtained 
by Kelly is incorrect. He proved that the theorem remains true if "real-valued" 
be replaced by "bounded real-valued". To prove his result, he incidentally obtained 
the following characterization of p-normal spaces analogous to the characterization 
of normal spaces proved by M. Katetov [33] and H. Tong [82]: 

(X, ^ u ST 2) is p-normal iff for every pair of functions f and g defined on X 
such that f is ^Vl.s.c. and g is ^r

2"u-s-c- and g ^ f, there exists a 5r
1-l.s.c. and 

^~2-u.s.c. function h on X such that g _• h ^ f 

Complete-regularity in bitopological spaces was also introduced by Lane. He 
introduced the following definitions: 

Let A and B be any two subsets of X. Then A is said to be ST\-completely-
separated with respect to ST2 from B in case there is a .^Vl.s.c. and 3T2-\xs.c. 
function fonX such that f (A) = (0},f(B) = {1} and 0 = f = 1. A is 3T^-completely-
separated with respect to ST"2 from B iff B is ST2-completely-separated with respect 
to STx from A. 

p-completely-regular. STx is said to be completely-regular with respect to 2T'2 

in case every ST\-closed subset F of X is ^^completely-separated with respect 
to 2T2 from each point in X ~ F. The space (X, ST x, ST2) is said to he p-completely-
regular if 2T\ is completely-regular with respect to ST2 and ST2 is completely-
regular with respect to STx. 

If(X, ST x, ZT2) is p-normal and 3~x and 2T2 are Tropologies, then (X, ST x, ST2) 
is p-completely-regular. Also, if 2T± is completely-regular with respect to ST2, 
then STx is regular with respect to ZT2. 

If f is a real-valued function on X which is ^ - l . s . c . and ST2-xx.s.c. then {x: 
f(x) ^ 0} is a ST\-zero set with respect to 2T2. A 2T\-zero set with respect to 2T2 will 
be called a ST\-zero set and a 2T2-zero set with respect to 2Tx will be called ST2-
zero set. Obviously, every ST\-zero set is ST\-closed and every 2T2-zero set is 2T2-
closed. 

Thus it follows that the space (X, STv, ^~2) is p-completely regular iff the 
3Tt-zero sets form a base for the ST2-closed sets and the 2T2-zero sets form a base 
for the 2T\-closed sets. 

Lane proved also, the following result: 

If X is p-normal and if a subset A of X is a ST\-zero set and a 2T2-zero set, 
then every 5r'1-u.s.c. and £T2-\.s.c. function on A has an extension to the whole 
space X. 

The concept of pairwise perfect-normality was introduced independently 
by E. P. Lane and C. W. Patty. It is defined as below: 
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A subset A of Z is called 2F\-Gb if A is a countable intersection of ST\-open 
sets. 3"2-Gd sets are defined similarly. 

p-perfectly-normal. The space (X, STx, ZT2) is called pairwise perfectly normal 
in case X is pairwise normal and every 3~\-closed (resp. 2T2-closed) subset of X 
is a ST2-Gb (resp. 2Ti-Gd). 

C. W. Patty [49] defined pairwise completely-normal spaces as below: 

p-completely-normal. (X, STx, ST2) is said to be pairwise completely-normal 
if for every pair of sets A and B such that ST\ — cl(Af) n B = 0 and An 3T2—c\(B) = 0, 
there exists a 3~2-open set U and a ST\-open set V such that A £= U, B c= V and 
U n V = 0. 

Patty proved that every pairwise perfectly-normal space is pairwise completely-
normal. 

If (X, 2Tx, 3~2) is pairwise normal then X is pairwise perfectly-normal iff 
every $~\-closed subset of X is a ST\-zero set and every ST2-closed subset is a 2T2-
zero set. 

As already mentioned, Kelly generalized Urysohn's metrization theorem for 
bitopological spaces. Generalizing the Nagata-Smirnov-metrization theorem Lane 
obtains a sufficient condition for a bitopological space to be quasimetrizable. It is not 
known whether the condition is necessary. However, this is stronger than Kelly's 
result. The theorem reads as below: 

Suppose that the space (X, STx, ST2) is pairwise regular. If there is a sequence 
In ~ {rna}a (n ~ 1- 2- •••) °f^~r and ^' 2-locally finite ST2-open families such that 

CO 

y — U In is a basis for 3~2, and there is a sequence Tn = {^np}p (n = 1, 2,. . .) of 
« = 1 00 

3"\- and ZT2-locally finite 3Tx-open families such that T = \J Tn is a basis for t~~u 

« = i 

then (X, STx, 2T2) is quasi-pseudo-metrizable. If, in addition, X is p-Hausdorff, 
then X is quasi-metrizable. 

Lane investigated also, the relationship between quasi-uniform spaces and the 
associated bitopological spaces. Let (X, %) be a quasi-uniform space. If x e X and 
if Ve %, let V(x) = {y e X: (x, y) e V}. There is a unique topology T(%) on X such 
that {V(x): Ve^U} is the filter of all neighbourhoods of x. It is easy to verify that 
%~x = {V~x: Ve%} is also a quasi-uniformity on X. Then in the same manner, 
(JU~X determines a unique topology T(%~x) on X. Thus with any quasi-uniform 
space (X, %) there is associated a bitopological space (X, T(^U), T(<%~x)) (% and <%~x 

are called conjugate quasi-uniformities and T{%), T(%~x) are called conjugate 
topologies. (X, °U, °U~X) is sometimes referred to as abi-quasi-uniform space (bq.u.s.)). 
By considering (X, ^H,^'1) we regain some of the symmetry lost in a quasi-uni
formity. 
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A space (X, 3Tx, 3T2) is said to be quasi-uniformizable (named as pairwise 
uniform by P. Fletcher [20]) in case there exists a quasi-uniformity °U on X such 
that T(%) = f± and T(<%~x) = 3~2. (If (X, 3Tu 3T2) is an arbitrary bitopological 
space, then according to Pervin's result, there exists a quasi-uniformity °U on X such 
that T(%) = 3T x\ however it is clear that, in general, T(°?/~l) need have no rela
tionship to 3T2). 

Lane proves in his paper, the following: 

A bitopological space (X,3rx,3r2) is quasi-uniformizable iff it is pairwise 
completely-regular. 

The above result was proved independently by P. Fletcher [20]. 

Note that if (X, 3T\, ST2) be any bitopological space then it is possible to con
struct a quasi-uniformity °U on X such that Ti^ll) = 3Tx. However, an example can 
be given to show that even if (X, 3T\, 3T2) be p-completely-regular, T(%~1) need 
not coincide with 3T2. 

Some more separation axioms, namely, p-T0, p-T t etc. were introduced by 
M. G. Murdeshwar and S. A. Naimpally in their monograph: Quasi-uniform topo
logical spaces. 

p-T0. For every pair of distinct points, there exists a 3TX- or a ^^neighbour
hood of one point not containing the other. 

p-Tj. For every pair of distinct points x, y, there exists a 3T\- or a ^^neigh
bourhood of x not containing y. 

Following are the results which appear in the monograph by Murdeshwar and 
Naimpally for pairwise Hausdorff spaces. 

1. (X, 3TX, 3T^) is p-T2 iff A is closed in (X x X, 3T) where F is 3T\ x ST2 

or 3T2 x 3~x. 

2. X is p-T2 iff for each filter Fon X, F —> x and F —> y,i ^ j , implies x = y. 

3. A bq.u.s. (X, stf x, si2) is p-T2 iff A = C\V~X oJJ as Vruns through si\ and U 
runs through stfj, i =£ j -

p-R0: For every G in 3T{, x e G => F} - cl {x} c G (i ^ j). 

p-Ri- For x, yeX and i ^ j , 3T{ - cl {x} ^ 3Tj - cl {y} => x has a 3^f neigh
bourhood and y has a 3T^-neighbourhood which are disjoint. 

1. A bq.u.s. (X, s/l9 stf2) is pairwise -R0 iff f)U = f i t / " 1 (* # I)-

Pairwise -Rx => Pairwise -R0. 

2. For a space (X, 3T\, J~2) the following are equivalent: 

(a) (X, 3TX, 3T2) is pairwise -Rx. 

(b) A = {(x, y): 3TX - cl {x} = 3T2-c\ {y}} = A. 
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(c) A is dosed in STx x ST2. 

3. A bq.u.s is pairwise -Rt iff A = (\V~X oJJ as V runs through si{ and U 
through jtfj9 i ^ j . 

4. A bq.u.s. is pairwise -T2 iff it is pairwise -Tt and pairwise -Rx. 

Following result are also proved: 

1. Every compact ((X9 ST x)9 (X9&~2) both compact), p-R t space is pairwise-
normal. 

2. Every Lindelof, pairwise-regu\ar space is pairwise-normai. 

Recently, Y. W. Kim [36] has introduced the notion of pairwise-compact spaces. 

p-compact. (X9#~l9 &~2) is said to be p-compact if every proper, ST2-c\osed 
set is ST\-compact and every proper 2T\-c\osed set is 3r

2-compact. 

With this definition, Kim proves among other results, the following: 

1. Every pairwise-compact, pairwise-Hausdorff space is pairwise-regular. 

2. Every pairwise-compact, pairwise-regular space is pairwise-normah 

3. Every pairwise-compact, pairwise-Hausdorff space is pairwise-uniform and 
hence also pairwise-comp\ete\y-regu\ar. 

Pairwise compactness has also been defined and studied by P. Fletcher, H. B. 
Hoyle III and C. W. Patty [21]. However, Kim's definition is more general. 

We now proceed to give an account of our own work on separation axioms 
in bitopological spaces. 

About p-T0, p-Tx and p-T2 spaces, following results have been proved: 

1. Every pairwise-T0, pairwise-regular space is pairwise -Tx and hence pair-
wise -T3. 

2. The following are equivalent: 

(i) (X9 grX9 3T2) is p-Tx. 

(ii) {x} = STx — cl {x} n 5~2 — cl {x} for each xeX. 

(iii) ^~x — d{x} n 2T2 — d{x} = 0for each xeX. (Here 3~\ — d{x} denotes 

derived set of {x} relative to the topology ST\.) 

(iv) The intersection of all ^^neighbourhoods and all 2T^-neighbourhoods 
of x is equal to {x}. 

3. (X, ST\9 ST2) is p-T2 if and only if for each point xeX9 {x} = the inter
section of 3~\-closures of 3~^neighbourhoods of x = the intersection of 3"'2-
closures of ST ̂ -neighbourhoods of x. 

4. Every subspace of a p-Tx (p-T2) space is p-Tt (p-T2) and the product of 
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a family of p-Tx (p-T2) spaces is p-T\ (p-T2) (by the product of {(Xa, STa, <T*): 
ae A) is meant the set Y\%a equipped with \\STa and W^T)-

aeA aeA aeA 

The following are some of the results obtained concerning p-regular, p-normal 
and p-completely-regular spaces: 

1. Result (4) above remains true if "p-Tj" be replaced by "p-regular" or 
"p-completely-regular". 

2. Let X be a non-empty set and let {2Ta: a e A}, {3~*a: aeA) be two families 
of topologies for X. Let <T = lub {&a: aeA} and £T* = lub {3~*a: a e A}. If 
(X, STa, 2T*) is p-regular (p-completely-regular, p-Tj, p-T2) for each a e A, then 
so is (X, ST, ST*). 

3. For any bitopological space {X, 2Tx, 3~2), there exist unique topologies 
^~*> $~*2 for X such that ST\ c $ru 3T*2 cz £T2 (X, 2T\, T*) isp-regular(p-comple-
tely-regular) and if Y be any p-regular (p-completely-regular) space, then the 
pairwise continuous maps, (X, 9~ x, ZT2) -> Y are precisely the pairwise continuous 
maps (X, F*,Zr*2) -> y (f:(X,&'1,&'2)-»(Y9<%l9<%2) is said to be pairwise 
continuous iff: (X, ST\) -> (Y, ^x) and f: (X, ST 2) -> (Y, f/2) are both continuous). 
Further, (ST*, ,T*) is the least upper bound of all p-regular (p-completely-regular) 
topologies (%u %2)forX in the sense that if °U\ c erx, %2 c p2 then °UX c ^f, 

4. Let f be a pairwise-closed (/: (X, 9~x, ST2) -> (Y, ^ l 9 %2) is said to be 
pairwise closed if f: (X, ST\) -> (Y, %x) and f: (X, 3T2) -> (X, <%2) are both closed) 
and pairwise continuous mapping of(X, 2Tx, £T2) onto (Y, 3T\, 3T2). If(X, 3~x, ST2) 
is p-regular and for each y e Y, f~1(y) is ZT\-compact as well as £T2-compact, 
then (y, 3T*, 2T*2) is p-regular. 

5. Every p-closed, p-continuous image of a p-normal space is p-normal. 

N. Levine [40] introduced the notion of simple extensions in topological spaces 
as below: 

Let (X, ST) be a topological space and let A£ 3~'. Then the family 2T*(A) = 
= { G u (G* n A): G, G* e 3T} is a topology for X, called a simple extension of <T. 

We have then proved the following results: 

1. Let (X,Sr^,2T2) be a bitopological space and let A$£TU A^2T2. Let 
ZT\(A) be a simple extension of ST\ and ST2(A) be a simple extension of 3~'2. Then 
if (X, STX, «T2) is T0, Tx or T2, so is (X, 3T,(A), 3~2(A)). 

2. Let (X, ST\, £T2) be p-regular. If A is 3~\-closed as well as 2r2-closed, 
then (X, ^X(A), ^~2(A)) is also p-regular. 

3. Let (X, 3~x, 2T2) be p-normal. Let A be ST\-closed as well as 3T2-closed. 
Then, (X, ST\(A), 3T2(A)) is p-normal if and only if' (X ~ A, ZT\ nX ~ A, $~2 o 
n X ~ A) is p-normal. 
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We have introduced and studied some new separation axioms in bitopological 
spaces. 

1. p-TD. (X, 2T x, 3T2) is said to be p-TD if ST\—d{x} n ZT 2 — d{x} is ST^closed 

as well as 2T 2-closed for each xeX. 

Obviously, p-T t => p-TD => p-T0. 

There exist examples to show that the reverse implications do not hold in general. 

2. p-kc: (X, 3Tl9 3"2) is said to be p-kc if every ST\-compact set is 2T2-closed 
and every 3T2-compact set is ST\-closed. 

3. p-us: (X, 2T\, 2T2) is said to be p-us if for every sequence <xw> in X such 

that xn -4 x (that is <x„> converges to x relative to 3T^ and xn ~4 y, we must 

have x = y. 

It is clear that, p-T2 => p-kc => p-us => p-Tj , 

However, in a bi-first axiom space (X, £Tx, 3T2) (that is, (X, ^t), (X, £T2) 
are both first axiom), we have, p-T2 o p-kc o p-us. 

Following are some more results that we have obtained: 

1. Let f be p-closed, p-continuous mapping of a p-kc space X onto a space Y 
such that f~x(y) is both, ST ̂ -compact and ST 2-compact. Then Y is p-kc. 

2. The property of being p-us is preserved under one-to-one, onto and p-open 
maps and it is inversely preserved under one-to-one, onto, p-continuous maps. 

3. In a p-us space, every sequentially ZT^compact set is sequentially 2T2-closed 
and every sequentially ST2-compact set is sequentially 2T\-closed. 

4. (X, 2Tx, ST2) is p-us if and only if the diagonal A in X x X is sequentially 
closed in (X x X, 2T) where F is either ST\ x ZT2 or 3~2 x 2Tx. 

4. p-Urysohn. (X, 3~u ST2) is said to be p-Urysohn if for any two points x 
and y of X such that x =£ y, there exists a 3Tx-open set U and a 2T2-open set Vsuch 
that x e U, y e V, 2T2 - cl. U n ST^ - cl. V = 0. 

Obviously, p-T3 => p-Urysohn => p-T2. 

5. p-semi-regular. (X, STx, 2T2) is said to be p-semi-regular if for every 3~\-open 
set U containing a point x, there exists a 2Tj-open set V such that x e F c ^ -
- int. &-j - cl. V c [/, i,j = 1, 2, i ^ j . 

Call a subset A of (X, 2Tx, ST2) (i, j)-regularly closed if A = 2T{ — cl. 2T^ — 
- int. A, i,j = 1,2, i ?- j . 

6. p-almost-regular. (X, 2Tx, 2T2) is said to be p-almost regular if for every 
(l,2)-regularly closed ((2, i)-regularly closed) set F and a point x<£F, there 
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exist a 3~2-open (2T ̂ open) set V and a disjoint £T\-open (3~2-open) set U such 
that xeU, F £ V. 

We have proved that 

p-almost-regular + p-semi-regular = p-regular, and p-T2 + p-almost-regular=> 
=> p-Urysohn. 

Let (X, 3~ x, ST2) be any bitopological space and "rg" be a binary relation in X. 
We define the concept of pairwise-strong-normality as below: 

p-strong-normality. For any two sets At and A2 such that Ax n A2 = 0, At is 
ZT^closed, A2 is 3T2-closed and either A± is decreasing or A2 is increasing, there 
exist disjoint monotone sets Ux and U2 such that Ax £ Ul9 A2 c U2 and Ut is 
decreasing, U2 is increasing, Ux is 3T2-open, U2 is 2Tropen. 

The analogue of Urysohn's Lemma for such spaces is obtained as below: 

A space (X, &~l9 3"' 2) is pairwise-strongly-normal iff for every pair of disjoint 
sets A and B in X such that A is 3Tx-closed, B is 3T2-closed, either A is decreasing 
or B is increasing, there exists a function h: X -» [0, 1] such that 

(i) h(A) = {0}, h(B) = {1}, 

(ii) h(x) = h(y) for all x S y> 

(iii) h is /^-u.s.c. and ^Vl.s.c. 

Note that 

(a) i f " ^ " is the trivial relation then the above reduces to the result of Kelly 
obtained for bitopological spaces. 

(b) If' 3~\ = 3T'2, then it reduces to Ward's result for strongly-normal spaces. 

(c) If "<^" is the trivial relation and ST± = ST2 then this result is nothing 
but the well known Urysohn's Lemma for general topological spaces. 

6. Separation Axioms and co-Topologies 

The concept of co-topologies was introduced by J. De Groot [17]. In his thesis 
[76], G. E. Strecker obtains some results concerning separation axioms in relation 
to co-topologies. The definition of co-topologies used by Strecker is more general 
than the one used by De Groot in [17]. However, the following is De Groot's original 
definition. 

Let 23 be a base for the space (X, ST). Then the co-topology of 2T with respect 
to 23 (denoted by 3T^) is the topology generated by the family consisting of the 
complements of closures of members of 23. The space (X, ST<^) will be called the 
co-space with respect to 23 of the generating space (X, ST). 
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Let 3̂ be some topological property. A space with some co-topology having 
property s$ will be called co-^p. If every co-topology has property $ , then the gener
ating space will be called totally co-^. 

The following characterizations of T2 and T2± spaces have been obtained: 

1. A space is Hausdorff iff it is co-Hausdorff. 

2. A space is Urysohn iff it is co-Urysohn. 

Strecker proves also the following: 

1. Every co-Tt (co-T0) space is Ti (T0) but not conversely. 

2. A Tt space is not necessarily co-T0. 

3. A space is Tx iff it is a co-space of a discrete space. 

He considers the following definitions: 

A space is said to have property A(23) provided that 23 is a base for the space 
and for every pair of distinct elements x and y of the space, there exists some U e 23 
such that xeU and y $U. 

A space is said to have property A iff it has A(23) for some base 23. 

A space is said to have property T(A) iff it has A(23)for every base 23. 

A space has A iff it has A(3T). 

Also, T2 => T(A) => A => Tt. 

Strecker shows that all reverse implications are false. He also shows that A o co-T1? 

T (A) <-> totally co-Tx. 

Thus, A (o co-TjJ and T(A) ( o totally co-Ti) may be looked upon as distinct 
separation axioms between Tt and T2. 

The following results have also been proved: 

Every semi-regular (resp. regular) space is co-semi-regular (resp. co-regular) 
but not conversely. 

It is also proved that 

Totally co-Hausdorff o totally co-semi-T3 and that totally co-T3 <=> totally 
co-Tychonoff o totally co-T4 <=> totally co-Urysohn. 

As regards products it is proved that the product of a collection of spaces is 
totally C0-T3, totally co-T4, totally co-T2, totally co-Urysohn, totally co-Tychonoff 
iff each co-ordinate space has the same property. 

Strecker poses the problem whether the statement "the product of totally co-^3 
spaces is totally co-^3" is true for every topological property ^ which is preserved 
under the formation of products. 
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7. Recent Results Concerning Standard Separation Axioms 

1. W. J. Pervin and H. J. Biesterfeldt, Jr. [50] have given a characterization 
of regularity using the concept of iterate net.1) 

Iterate net. A net {xm; me D} is called an iterate net in a space X if for each 
me D, there is a net {x™: d e Dm} converging to xm. 

The net {x™(m): <m, /?> e D x Y\ Dm}, where the product set is directed by the 
meD 

product order, is called the composite net of the system of nets. 

Pervin and Biesterfeldt have proved that a space is regular iff every iterate 
net converges to the limit of the composite net whenever that limit exists. 

2. Recently, J. P. Thomas [79] has obtained the following result concerning 
regular topologies on a set X: 

If ST is a topology on X, then there is a unique regular topology ZT%, coarser 
than ST, such that if Y is any regular space, the continuous maps (X, 2T) -> Y 
are precisely the continuous maps (X, 2T^) -» Y. Further, 2T* is the least upper 
bound of the regular topologies coarser than ST, 

It can be proved that the above result of Thomas remains true if "regular" be 
replaced by "completely regular". 

3. Recently, J. D. Groot and J. M. Aarts [18] have obtained two characteriz
ations of completely regular spaces. For this, they introduce the notion of screening 
as below: 

Two subsets A and B of a space X are said to be screened by the pair (C, D) 
if C u D = X, An D = 0 and C n B = 0 (hence, A s C and B s £>). 

Groot and Aarts then prove the following two results. 

1. A Tx space X is completely regular if and only if there is a base 23 for the 
closed subsets of X such that if B e 23 and x$B, then {x} and B are screened by 
a pair from 23 and every pair of disjoint members of 23 are screened by a pair 
from 23. 

2. A Tx space X is completely regular if and only if there is a subbase <5 for 
the closed subsets of X such that ifSeQ and x$S, then {x} and S are screened 
by a finite subcollection of S and every pair of disjoint members of S are screened 
by a finite subcollection of S. 

*) Editor's note: see also G. Birkhoff, Ann. of Math. 38 (1937), 39—56, Theorem 7a; 
G. Grimeisen, Math. Annalen I44 (1961), 386-417; I. Fleischer, Col. Math. I5 (1966), 235-241. 
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Result (l) above was proved by O . Frink [24] with the additional assumption 
that all finite unions and intersections of members of 23 belong to 93. This result 
has also been proved independently by E. F. Steiner [71]. 

4. M. G. Murdeshwar and S. A. Naimpally [45] have considered separation 
axioms in quasi-uniform spaces and have obtained characterisations of some of the 
separation axioms in terms of quasi-uniformities without explicit reference to the 
induced topology. For T0, T]9 T2 the following characterisations have been obtained: 

T0: f)U is anti-symmetric, 
UGW 

T,: A = ClV. 
Ue<& 

T2: A = f)U-loU. 
UeW 

The following two characterisations for regularity have also been obtained: 

(i) There exists a quasi-uniformity °U compatible with ST such that for each 
x eX and U e °U9 there is a symmetric Ve % with (Vo V) [x] c U[pc]. 

(ii) There exists a quasi-uniformity °U compatible with 2T such that for each 
x e X and U e % there is a Ve °ll with 

(r '»F)[x]c[/[x] . 

In the same paper, Murdeshwar and Naimpally prove also the following two 
results: 

(i) If a space (X, 3~) is regular, then there exists a compatible quasi-uniformity 
% such that 

Oil'1 oU = f)U = ()UoU~l. 
Ue°U Ue<% Ue<% 

(ii) Let (X, %) be a quasi-uniform space such that for each subset A of X, 

A = 0 U[A] . 

Then (K, <?/) is regular. 

In their monograph, Murdeshwar and Naimpally prove a result much better 
than (ii) above: 

A space (X9 2f) is completely-regular iff there exists a compatible quasi-
uniformity si such that for every A c X9 A = f) U[A]. 

u$m 

5. P. H. Doyle and J. G. Hocking [19] initiated a study of invertible spaces 
which are defined as below: 

A space X is said to be invertible with respect to an open subset U of X if there 
exists a homeomorphism h of X onto X such that h(X ~ U) c U. 
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A space which is invertible with respect to every open set is called invertible. 

Doyle and Hocking proved that if a space X is invertible with respect to an open 
set U of X which is Tt (i = 0, 1, 2), then X is a T, (i = 0, 1, 2) space. 

Similar results were obtained by N. Levine [39] for regular and normal spaces. 

Y. M. Wong [89] obtained several results for separation axioms in invertible 
spaces and proved that the results of Doyle, Hocking and Levine follow from his 
results as particular cases. Some of the results of Doyle and Hocking mentioned 
above were also obtained by David Ryeburn [56] by using more general methods. 
He proved the following: 

IfX is a space invertible with respect to an open subset U ofX and U is regular 
(T3, normal or T4), then X is regular (T3, normal or T4). 

D. X. Hong [31] introduces the concept of generalized invertible spaces as 
follows: 

A space X is said to be generalized invertible if there is a proper, open subset 
U of X and a homeomorphism h of X onto X such that for each xeX, hn(x) e U 
for some integer n(x). The pair (U, h) is called an inverting pair for X. 

Every Euclidean space En is a generalized invertible space, although En is not 
an invertible space. 

Hong proves that if (U, h) is an inverting pair for a generalized invertible space X 
and U is T0 (or Tt), then X is T0 (or Tj). He also shows that the corresponding results 
for Hausdorff and regular spaces are not necessarily true. However, he proves that 
if U c A where A is closed, then A is Hausdorff (or regular) would imply that X 
is Hausdorff (or regular). 

6. N. Levine [40] obtains sufficient conditions for (X, &~) to inherit properties 
of regularity, normality and complete-regularity etc. from (X, 3T*) where 3T* is 
a simple extension of ST. 

He proves that if (X, ZT) is a regular (T3, completely-regular or Tychonoff) 
space, then (X, 2T (A)) is also regular (T3, completely-regular or Tychonoff) pro
vided X ~ A e 9~. For normality, the following result is proved: Let (X, ST) be nor
mal and let X ~ A e 3~. Then (X, ST (A)) is normal iff (X ~ A, F n X ~ A) is 
normal. 

Recently, C. J. R. Borges [11] has studied simple extensions of topologies 
in detail and has obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for (X, ^(A)) to inherit 
several properties from (X, ST) thus improving almost all results of Levine. In 
particular, the results of Levine concerning regularity, complete-regularity and 
normality mentioned above have been improved as below: 

1. If (X, 3T) is regular, then (X, 3~(A)) is regular iff A ~ A is a ST-closed 
subset of X (that is, A n boundary (A) c X ~> (A ~ A) •$&'•). 
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2. If (X, 2T) is completely-regular, then (X, 2^(A)) is completely-regular 
iff it is regular. 

3. If (X, 2T) is normal, then (X, 3~(A)) is normal iff it is a regular space 
and X ~ A is a normal subspace of (X, 3). 

In the same paper, following two results are also obtained: 

1. Jf (X, &~) be hereditarily-normal, then (X, 2T(A)) is hereditarily-normal 
iff it is regular. 

2. If (Xf 2T) be perfectly-normal, then (X, 3~(A)) is perfectly-normal iff it 
is regular. 

Some results of Levine and Borges have also been proved by D. Ryeburn using 
more general methods. 

7. R. Daci6 [14] introduces the notion of .T-enlargements as follows: 

By Z-enlargement of a given topology 2T is meant a topology 2TS a base for 
which is the following family of subsets ofX: 

2T u (G n S: G e 2T, S e Z] where Z is a ring of subsets of X with respect 
to intersection and symmetric difference operations. 

The way of introducing the .T-enlargements is justified by the fact that if 2T and 2T' 
be two topologies on a set X and 2T .= 2T' then there exists a ring Z such that Z-
enlargement 2T1 of 3" is just 2T'. 

Dacic obtains two sufficient conditions for (X, 2T^) to inherit regularity from 
(X, 2T) as follows: 

1. If (S n G)° 7-: 0 for every S e Z and every G e 2T for which S n G is non
empty and (X, 2T) is regular then, 2T1 is also regular. 

2. If(X, 2f) is regular and every member of Z is closed in (X, 2T) then (X, 2T^) 
is regular. 

8. In another paper [15], R. Dacic defines a choice topology 2TZ for X\R for 
any space (X, 9") and any equivalence relation R in X and examines as to what 
axioms when possessed by (X, 2T) are also possessed by {X\R, 2TZ). Dacic introduces 
the notion of choice topologies as below: 

Let (X, 2T) be any space. Let R be any equivalence relation in X. Let D — 
= {Da: a G A} be the quotient set of X modulo R. Consider any mapping <P: D -> X 
defined so that $(Da) e Da. Such a mapping is called a choice function. If Z denotes 
the family of all choice functions, then the choice topology 2TZ is thecoarest topology 
on D for which all choice functions are continuous. 

Dacic then proves the following result: 

If(X, 2T) is Tl9 T2, T3 or T4, then so is (D9 2TZ). 
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8. Concluding Remarks 

1. A lot of work has been done on minimal and maximal separation properties. 
It will not be possible here to include a complete account of all these. However, 
the interested reader is referred to papers 4 - 9 , 12, 26-28 , 30, 48, 51-54, 57, 59, 
62, 70, 72, 73, 75-78, 81, 84, and 85. 

2. H. Sharp [61] characterizes each topology on a finite set S = [sx, 82,..., sn] 
with an n x n zero-one matrix T = (ttJ) where t^ = 1 iff s^els ,}. Recently, 
D. A. Bonnett and J. R. Porter [10] have obtained matrix characterisations of many 
separation axioms in finite spaces, for example, regular, completely-regular, normal, 
completely-normal, Ty, R0, R l5 strong T0, strong TD and the six separation axioms 
between T0 and Tt introduced by Aull and Thron. 

3. A. Csazar, in his monograph "Fondements de la topologie g6n6rale" published 
in 1960, introduces the class of syntopogenous spaces. These spaces appear as a 
generalization of topological, proximity and uniform spaces. 

Csazar considered T0, Tt and T2 separation axioms in this more general 
setting. Other separation axioms in syntopogenous spaces, for example, regular, 
completely-regular, normal, completely-normal, Urysohn and Stone, were considered 
by J. L. Sieber and W. J. Pervin [63, 64]. 

The author wishes to acknowledge her sincere thanks to Prof. M. K. Singal 
for his constant help and encouragement and his infinite patience in guiding this 
effort. 
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